New from WLU Press

Locations of the Sacred
Essays on Religion, Literature, and Canadian Culture
William Closson James
April 1998 • Cloth • $39.95 • 288 pp • ISBN 0-88920-293-1

In ten lively and wide-ranging essays, William Closson James presents a powerful argument for a new way of looking at the religious in contemporary Canada—not in the traditional ways of being religious, but in activities and in locations previously thought to be "secular." He discloses that the most vigorous engagements with religion in Canada at the end of the twentieth century are found outside the confines of formal and religious life, at the margins and boundaries—and in the depths—of ordinary experience.

The Call of Conscience
French Protestant Responses to the Algerian War, 1954-1962
Geoffrey Adams
May 1998 • Paper • $29.95 tent • 294 pp est • ISBN 0-88920-299-0 • Editions SR series, Volume 21

On November 1, 1954, Algerian nationalists rebelled, and Paris responded with force. The people of France offered all but unanimous support—until the army was proven guilty of abuses. Then members of the Protestant minority protested and laboured to educate the public at large, as well as their own communities, to the moral and spiritual perils of these actions. This protest is richly portrayed in Adams' book. He also sheds new light on the evolution of Christian-Muslim relations and Socialist party policy.

Ask your bookstore to order you a copy, or order directly from:

Wilfrid Laurier University Press
Waterloo, ON N2L 3C5 • Telephone: 519-884-0710 ext 6124
Fax: 519-725-1399 • E-mail: press@mach1.wlu.ca

https://doi.org/10.1017/S0360966900030693 Published online by Cambridge University Press
'Lonergan is considered by many intellectuals to be the finest philosophic thinker of the twentieth century.' \textit{(Time)}

The first volume to appear in a new series of Bernard Lonergan's collected works, \textit{Collection} deals with scientific, mathematical, theological, and philosophical questions, including discussions of such topics as the proper foundation of metaphysics, the form of inference, the nature of love and marriage, and the role of the university in the modern world.
Ministering to the Theological Mind

The Josephinum Journal of Theology publishes scholarly essays in theology and pastoral ministry. We are indexed in Religion Index One and the other ATLA print and CD-Rom indexes.

Contributors include:
- Thomas Carroll
- Romanus Cessario, O.P.
- James Childs
- Avery Dulles, S.J.
- Walter Kasper
- Seán Kealy, C.S.Sp.
- James Keenan, S.J.
- Dermot Lane
- Kevin O'Rourke, O.P.
- Servais Pinckaers, O.P.
- Pamela Smith, SS.C.M.
- Daniel Sulmasy, O.F.M.
- George Tavard, A.A.
- Carolyn Thomas, S.C.N.

Call for Essays

Please send manuscripts to:
James Keating, Ph.D., Editor
Josephinum Journal of Theology
Pontifical College Josephinum
7625 North High Street, Columbus, Ohio, 43235-1498
(614) 885-5585, ext. 452, e-mail jkeating@pcj.edu
Radical Messages

MARY AND HUMAN LIBERATION
The Story and the Text
Tissa Balasuriya
The book that ultimately caused the excommunication of its author from the Roman Catholic Church. Includes full correspondence between Balasuriya and the Vatican. Introduction by Edmund Hill, O.P.

"...does a fine job of tracing the development of Marian thought and raises important questions."—Publishers Weekly
1-56338-225-3 256 pp. $18.00 paper

MARY MAGDALENE
Beyond the Myth
Esther de Boer
Examining not only the Gospel texts and texts from the church fathers, but also texts discovered in the Egyptian desert during the last century, de Boer presents a vivid, fascinating, and attractive picture of Mary of Magdala—disciple, apostle, and human being.
1-56338-212-1 176 pp. $15.00 paper

NOT EVERY SPIRIT
A Dogmatics of Christian Disbelief
Christopher Morse
"A wonderful book that may provide an important alternative to the atheological and antitheological dogmatisms which afflict so much contemporary Christian discourse."
—Gregory Jones, Loyola College
1-56338-086-2
433 pp. $40.00 cloth
1-56338-087-0
$22.00 paper

TRINITY PRESS
INTERNATIONAL
Harrisburg, Pennsylvania

To order: 800-877-0012 • fax: 717-541-8128
Elizabeth A. Johnson

**FRIENDS OF GOD AND PROPHETS**
A Feminist Theological Reading of the Communion of Saints

"This book comes as a welcome challenge, not only to the Church's bureaucratic control of the tradition of saints, but to the facile rejection of saints as irrelevant to contemporary society." — KATHLEEN NORRIS

"A rich, learned, passionate book. A monumental theological essay...this is a 'must' read for Protestants as well as Catholics." — SALLIE McFAGUE

320 pp 0-8264-1078-2  $24.50 hbd

Pamela Kirk

**SOR JUANA INÉS DE LA CRUZ**
Religion, Art, and Feminism

An exploration of the life and work of one of the most important women writers in the Spanish-speaking world. “Recommended for academic, theological, women's studies, and Spanish collections.” — Library Journal
176 pp 0-8264-1043-2  $34.50 hbd

Justus George Lawler

**HOPKINS RE-CONSTRUCTED**
Life, Poetry, and the Tradition

"A learned and feisty book, Hopkins Re-Constructed works to return Hopkins to the literary and religious traditions...will stimulate Hopkins lovers and Hopkins scholars."
—JOSEPH J. FEENEY, S.J., Coeditor, The Hopkins Quarterly
256 pp 0-8264-1058-8  $34.50 hbd

Lewis S. Mudge

**THE CHURCH AS MORAL COMMUNITY**
Ecclesiology and Ethics in Ecumenical Debate

Mudge tracks current moral debates and widens the issue extensively by dealing critically with major contemporary moral thinkers. He proposes an orientation to moral questions which can enable the church to become a community of significant public witness.
176 pp 0-8264-1048-0  $24.50 hbd

Jordan Paper

**THROUGH THE EARTH DARKLY**
Female Spirituality in Comparative Perspective

Foreword by Rita M. Gross and Afterword by Catherine Keller
In the wide-ranging and pioneering study, Jordan Paper examines the many ancient and modern traditions and finds considerable common elements in the nature and strength of female spirituality.
320 pp 0-8264-1050-2  $24.95 pbk

Sara Maitland and Wendy Mulford

**VIRTUOUS MAGIC**
Women Saints and their Meanings

The lives and legends of 45 holy women from the beginnings of Christianity until today, from Martha of Bethany and Mary Magdalene to Edith Stein, Dorothy Day, and the women religious and poverty workers martyred in El Salvador in 1980.
400 pp 0-8264-1074-X  $29.95 hbd

Donald W. Mitchell and James Wiseman, Editors

**THE GETHSEMANI ENCOUNTER**
A Dialogue on the Spiritual Life by Buddhist and Christian Monastics

Foreword by His Holiness the Dalai Lama
"[The editors] have done a masterful job...a remarkably rich document."
—Library Journal
352 pp 0-8264-1046-4  $29.95 hbd

At bookstores or call 212-953-5858

THE CONTINUUM PUBLISHING GROUP
370 Lexington Avenue, New York, NY 10017  212-953-5858